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ABSTRACT: Square wave voltammetry (SWV) is a voltammetric technique for
measuring Faradaic current while minimizing contributions from non-Faradaic
processes. In square wave voltammetry, the potential waveform applied to a
working electrode and the current sampling protocols followed are designed to
minimize contributions from non-Faradaic processes (i.e., double layer charging) to
improve voltammetric sensitivity. To achieve this, the current is measured at the
end of each forward and reverse potential pulse after allowing time for non-
Faradaic currents to decay exponentially. A consequence of sampling current at the
end of a potential pulse is that the current data from the preceding time of the
potential pulse are discarded. These discarded data can provide information about the non-Faradaic contributions as well as
information about the redox system including charge transfer rates. In this paper, we introduce continuous square wave voltammetry
(cSWV), which utilizes the continuous collection of current to maximize the information content obtainable from a single
voltammetry sweep eliminating the need for multiple scans. cSWV enables acquiring a multitude of voltammograms corresponding
to various frequencies and, thus, different scan rates from a single sweep. An application that benefits significantly from cSWV is
conformation switching, functional nucleic acid sensors. We demonstrate the utility of cSWV on two representative small molecules
targeting electrochemical, aptamer-based sensors. Moreover, we show that cSWV provides comparable results to those obtained
from traditional square wave voltammetry, but with cSWV, we are able to acquire dynamic information about the sensor surfaces
enabling rapid calibration and optimization of sensing performance. We also demonstrate cSWV on soluble redox markers. cSWV
can potentially become a mainstay technique in the field of conformation switching sensors.
KEYWORDS: square wave voltammetry, continuous square wave voltammetry, soluble redox marker, aptamers, frequency, peak current

■ INTRODUCTION
Square wave voltammetry (SWV) possesses several unique
characteristics that have enabled the technique to be a
mainstay in measuring surface-bound redox systems. These
characteristics result from the pulsed potential waveform and
coordinated current measurement that precludes interferences
from non-Faradaic processes.1 SWV utilizes a square wave
potential pulse waveform superimposed on a staircase step to
generate a voltammetric linear sweep. Typically, the current
sampling technique of SWV considers the current response
during the latter half of the potential pulse, which minimizes
any non-Faradaic contributions (e.g., charging currents).2 The
current−voltage curve is presented as the difference between
the forward and reverse current samples (taken from the
forward and reverse pulse), which further reduces any
remaining charging current and amplifies the peak current
providing square wave voltammetric data with high sensitiv-
ity.2−5

SWV is useful for measuring surface-bound processes. It
facilitates the monitoring of current responses as a function of
frequency and allows for characterization of the charge transfer
rates in these systems.6,7 Komorsky-Lovric ́ and Lovric ́
demonstrated that SWV peak currents can be used to

determine the standard rate constant by finding the critical
frequency, which is the maximum of the relationship between
normalized peak current and inverse frequency. The
normalized peak current is defined as the ratio between peak
current (ip) and frequency ( f). The normalized current
maximum occurs analogously to a resonance frequency in
spectroscopy�current is maximized when the perturbation
frequency, and thus the characteristic timescale of the
voltammetric experiment, is similar to the charge transfer
rate. The authors utilized SWV to determine the kinetic
parameters, defined as the standard rate constant and the
frequency ratio.6 This critical frequency analysis was similarly
applied to folding-based sensors that utilize functional nucleic
acids and the target-induced conformation change, to build
sensors by White and Plaxco. They demonstrated that the
critical frequency, and thus the charge transfer rate, changes
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upon target addition, which results in a conformation change
of the surface-bound nucleic acids.7

The power of SWV, as described above, relies on its ability
to sample current at the end of each forward and reverse
potential pulse (defined as forward current if and reverse
current ir; Figure 1). The delay in current sampling allows non-
Faradaic processes to decay before sampling current
contributions from Faradaic processes occurring at the
electrode surface. Schematically, the current is sampled at
the end of the forward and reverse pulse, but commercial
instruments sample several current points along the potential
pulse and average these data for better signal-to-noise ratio
voltammograms. While the exact region of the pulse that is
collected and utilized for data analysis may vary between
instrument manufacturers, the net result is averaged current for
a better signal and current is discarded at the beginning of the
pulse. While this works well for many applications, as
demonstrated in the field of electrochemical aptamer-based
sensors,8,9 this method leaves data behind.

There is scientific value to capturing more current data
generated during square wave voltammetry. For example,
Macpherson and Cobb have recognized the importance of the
neglected data in the traditional SWV and presented a measure
where the first half of the potential pulse is considered. They
demonstrated that it contains valuable information about the
double layer charging and interfacial processes occurring at
short timescales.10 More specifically, they showed that
analyzing the current−time data from the non-Faradaic region
of the potential pulse can provide crucial information related to
the conductivity of solutions and prevent electrode fouling.
Similarly, Mirceski and coworkers have developed a technique
for obtaining multiple voltammograms from a single traditional
SWV sweep by incorporating chronoamperometry.11,12 In this
multisampling protocol, each potential pulse is divided into 50
segments, and the current values are obtained from the 40th
segment onward to minimize any non-Faradaic influences on
the series of voltammograms obtained.11,12

Figure 1. Continuous square wave voltammetry (cSWV) employs the same applied potential waveform as what is used in commercial instruments
(here CH Instruments) employing square wave voltammetry. (Left) In traditional square wave voltammetry, the frequency ( f) of the square wave
potential pulse is defined as 1/(2tp) where tp is the pulse width. Typically, current is sampled at the end of the forward pulse and reverse pulse, and
the difference (if − ir = idiff) is plotted against the potential. The commercial instrument used here averages the current from the latter half of each
pulse to determine if and ir. (Right) cSWV continuously collects current data throughout the applied potential waveform at a native SWV frequency
of nf = 100 Hz with a data collection rate of 100 kHz. Selecting current at a given time after the application of a pulse (δt) allows the extraction of a
voltammogram at a frequency of 1/2δt. At nf = 50 Hz, a data collection frequency of 100 kHz allows for the extraction of 500 voltammograms from
a single voltammetric sweep.
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In this paper, we demonstrate that by continuously
collecting current for the entire voltammetric sweep (100
kHz data sampling frequency), we can pull out information
equivalent to running several voltammograms at various
frequencies that range from 50 kHz to the nominal square
wave frequency used in the potential waveform. We first
demonstrate the technique of cSWV for soluble redox markers
and then its applications in electrochemical, aptamer-based (E-
AB) sensors. Because E-AB sensors display a well-known
frequency-dependent response that is used to perform sensor
optimization13 and can be utilized with innovative measure-
ments using dual-frequency voltammograms for baseline
correction and on-the-fly calibration, cSWV provides signifi-
cant time advantages, mitigating the need for multiple sweeps
to perform the same analysis. Here, with cSWV, we
demonstrate that this technique can be utilized to perform
the same experiments that require multiple voltammograms,
with a single voltammetric sweep. Given the utility of the
frequency dependence of E-AB sensors and the need to
minimize surface interrogation for long-term sensing applica-
tions, we believe that cSWV will be widely adaptable to this
field of sensors.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals and Solutions
Potassium ferricyanide (K3[Fe(CN)6]), ferrocene (Fe(C5H5)2), Tris-
2-carboxyethyl-phosphine (TCEP), 6-mercapto-1-hexanol, Trizma
(tris) base (2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl-1,3-propanethiol), adenosine
triphosphate (ATP), magnesium chloride (MgCl2), tobramycin, 10×
Tris-EDTA, and tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate
(TBAPF6) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,
USA) and were used as received. Potassium chloride (KCl), sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), hydrochloric acid (HCl), sodium chloride
(NaCl), sulfuric acid (H2SO4), and acetonitrile (C2H3N) were
purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Ward Hill, MA, USA) and
were used as received. Solutions were prepared with ultrapure water
(18.0 MΩ cm at 25 °C) using a Biopak Polisher Millipore
ultrapurification system (Millipore, Billerica, MA). Parent tobramycin
sequence: 5′-HS-C6-GGGACTTGGTTTAGGT-AATGAGTCCC-
MB-3′;14 destabilized ATP sequence: 5′-HS-C6-CTGGGGGAG-
TATTGCGGAGGAAA-MB-3′.15 DNA aptamer sequences were
dual HPLC-purified (Thermo Fisher) and were used as received.
Electrode Preparation for Soluble Redox Marker
Experiments
Polycrystalline gold electrodes of 2 mm diameter (CH Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA) were hand-polished with 1 μm diamond suspension
solution on a microcloth (Buehler) for 2 min following a figure-eight
motion. Similarly, the electrodes were then polished in ultrapure
water (Milli-Q ultrapure water purification, Millipore, Billerica, MA,
USA) in the same manner. Hand-polished electrodes were sonicated
with ultrapure water for 5 min and were electrochemically cleaned in
different concentrations of sodium hydroxide and sulfuric acid
solutions as discussed. The electrodes were cycled in 0.5 M NaOH
solution to reductively desorb any attached sulfur molecules to the
gold surface. Then, oxidation and reduction reactions were performed
in 0.5 M H2SO4, which aids the oxidation of any organic compounds
or other available contaminants attached to the gold surface. The
surface was then etched with 0.1 M H2SO4/0.01 M KCl for further
cleaning. These electrochemically cleaned bare electrodes were then
interrogated with SWV and cSWV. Soluble redox marker solutions
were prepared as follows: 5 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] in 0.1 mM KCl in DI
water and 5 mM ferrocene in 0.1 mM TBAPF6 in acetonitrile.
Fabrication of E-AB Sensors
E-AB sensors were fabricated as explained elsewhere.16 First, 1 μL of
aptamer solution was incubated with 2 μL of 100 mM TCEP for 1 h

to reduce the disulfide bonds of the aptamer sequences. Then, the
electrodes were incubated in a probe solution of 200 nM prepared
with 20 mM Trizma base, 100 mM NaCl, and 5 mM MgCl2 at a pH
of 7.40 for 1 h in room temperature. Then, the electrodes were
washed well with ultrapure water to remove any excess aptamer and
then incubated in 30 mM 6-mercapto-1-hexanol prepared in ultrapure
water for passivation. Finally, the well rinsed electrodes were
incubated in tris buffer for 1 h of equilibration.
Electrochemical Measurements
All electrochemical measurements were performed with CH Instru-
ments 660E and 1040C workstations (CH Instruments, Austin, TX,
USA). All electrochemical measurements were collected using a three-
electrode cell system consisting of a platinum counter electrode, a Ag/
AgCl (3 M NaCl) reference electrode, and 2 mm polycrystalline gold
electrodes as working electrodes. Voltammetry parameters were as
follows: the amplitude and the increment were 25 and 1 mV,
respectively, unless otherwise noted. The potential window between 0
and −0.5 V and frequencies ranging from 50 to 625 Hz were used for
the interrogation of E-AB sensors. Soluble redox markers ferrocene
and K3(Fe[CN]6) were interrogated at the potential windows
between 0.8 and 0.1 V and 0.5 and −0.1 V, respectively. They were
tested at frequencies ranging from 10 to 2500 Hz with SWV. The
same parameters were used with continuous square wave measure-
ments, and native frequencies of 10 and 50 Hz were selected for
soluble redox marker measurements and E-AB sensor measurements,
respectively, unless otherwise noted. All experiments were conducted
with at least three or more electrodes, and their standard deviations
are represented as error bars.

Continuous Square Wave Voltammetry
Continuous square wave voltammetry was achieved via utilization of
the potentiostat capabilities of a CH Instruments (model 660E) and
the potential driving and measurement capabilities of LabVIEW.
Briefly, in-house written LabVIEW code (see cSWV.vi in the
Supporting Information) was developed to generate the square
wave voltammetric waveform and apply the voltage waveform through
the serial voltage input port on the CH instrument. The serial port on
the back of the CH Instruments potentiostat (model 660E) has the
following assignments: 9-pin D connection; pin 1 - current 1 output;
pin 2 - current 2 (bipotentiostat); pin 3 - inverted potential output;
pin 4 - external potential input; pin 5 - external signal input; pins 6−9
- ground. Note that pin 4 was intentionally disabled as default to avoid
instrument noise so it must be enabled to accept inputs via a jumper
to connect the proper pins (communication with CH Instruments).
Simultaneously, triggered via an external voltage trigger, the output
voltage from the serial port on the CH instrument (corresponding to
the measured current) was collected via LabVIEW all through an NI
USB-6251 data acquisition board at 100 kHz and stored as a .TDMS
file. In order to properly interface NI USB-6251 with the CH
Instruments, the instrument was run in the chronoamperometric
mode in order to turn the electrochemical cell on. Finally, all software
filters were disabled prior to the measurements.

Data Analysis
The data analysis for the collected cSWV data was done by using
MATLAB R2021b as explained. First, the collected data were
categorized to the relevant time increments (δt, explained later in the
text) that correspond to each voltammogram. The original obtained
data were smoothed by performing the moving mean averaging
technique to reduce the noise and facilitate integration of the
voltammograms to obtain peak current values. Voltammograms
obtained for ATP were noisier compared to the other voltammograms
collected via cSWV. Therefore, an additional step of box car averaging
was performed to get smoother data that facilitated peak integration.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we utilize the complete current−time response
gained during the application of the square wave voltammetry
waveform to collect continuous square wave voltammograms
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(cSWV) of both soluble and surface-bound redox markers to
maximize the information content obtainable from a single
voltammetric sweep. In traditional square wave voltammetry
(SWV), the frequency ( f) of the square wave potential pulse is
defined as 1/(2tp), where tp is the pulse width (Figure 1).
Typically, the current is sampled at the end of the forward and
reverse pulse, and the difference (if − ir = idiff) is plotted against
the potential. In practice, many commercial instruments used
here average the current from the latter half of each pulse to
determine if and ir, which provides an average current over that
time period. This will provide an increased signal-to-noise ratio
in the resulting voltammograms. In either case, the majority of
the current data obtained during the voltammetry are
discarded.

We define square wave voltammetry that collects all
current−time data as continuous square wave voltammetry
(cSWV). To conduct cSWV, a native frequency is selected,
which is equivalent to a traditional square wave frequency ( f).
This native square wave frequency dictates the length of each
potential pulse (Figure 1). However, during a single native
frequency voltammetric sweep, the current is collected at a
sampling frequency of 100 kHz. Because of this collection

frequency, we can extract individual voltammograms at
effective frequencies as defined below. To better describe
cSWV, we defined the following variables (Figure 1). First, we
define δt (s) as the time after applying individual forward and
reverse pulses. The cSWV frequency is then calculated as 1/2δt
(Hz), where the native frequency is defined as 1/(2δtmax) or
the length of the entire pulse tp as defined above. Since we
collect data at 100 kHz, a voltammogram taken at a native
frequency of 50 Hz can generate 1000 different voltammo-
grams corresponding to 1000 frequencies (no. of voltammo-
grams = tp × sampling frequency). The experiments are
performed using an in-house written LabVIEW code and are
run simultaneously with the CH instrument’s amperometric
trace to collect the entirety of the current−time data. The
current values corresponding to each voltammogram are
plotted against the potential window used to monitor the
reaction (Figure S1).
cSWV Response from Soluble Redox Markers

cSWV voltammograms of the soluble redox marker K3[Fe-
(CN)6] are similar to those collected via SWV when using a
100 Hz native frequency. For example, the voltammetric
response for the forward, reverse, and difference voltammo-

Figure 2. Continuous square wave voltammetry (cSWV) provides similar diffusion-limited current−voltage responses for soluble redox markers to
what is observed with traditional square wave voltammetry. (Left) Traditional SWV for 5 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] in 0.1 mM KCl yields typically
forward, reverse, and difference voltammograms taken at 100 Hz with an increment of 1 mV and a step size of 25 mV. (Right) cSWV
voltammograms extracted from a voltammogram at a native frequency of 10 Hz using a δt of 5 ms (1/2δt = 100 Hz) yielding equivalent
voltammograms at 100 Hz.

Figure 3. The peak current dependence on the frequency with the soluble redox markers K3[Fe(CN)6] and ferrocene was investigated with both
techniques. (Left) Peak currents analogous to voltammograms acquired with traditional SWV at different frequencies for 5 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] in
0.1 mM KCl and 5 mM ferrocene in 0.1 mM tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate are shown. SW voltammograms were obtained by scanning
from the 0.5 to −0.1 V potential window for K3[Fe(CN)6] and at 0.8−0.1 V for ferrocene with frequencies ranging from 10 to 2500 Hz. (Middle)
Peak current responses extracted from voltammograms obtained at frequencies equivalent to SWV from cSWV runs at a native frequency of 10 Hz.
(Right) All the peak current values are plotted against the full range of frequencies given from cSWV. Solution conditions and parameters used are
the same as those of traditional SWV.
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grams of 5 mM K3[Fe(CN)6] in 0.1 mM KCl followed the
typical response for a soluble redox marker. Both the
traditional SWV and cSWV voltammograms were performed
at a native frequency of 100 Hz, and in the cSWV case, the
voltammogram displayed is at δtmax = tp = 5 ms (Figure 2). Of
note, the absolute value for current obtained from cSWV is less
than that obtained using the traditional method. Lower
currents are expected when extracting at higher frequencies
because the applied waveform is done so at a lower frequency,
which gives time for the diffuse layer to become more
established. Therefore, comparing a normal SWV at 100 Hz
should yield a higher current than a cSWV at 100 Hz with a
native frequency of 10 Hz (Figure S2 left). However,
comparing normal SWV at 100 Hz with cSWV at a native
frequency of 100 Hz also exhibits lower currents, which is
perplexing as the diffuse layer thickness should be the same.
Averaging the latter half of the cSWV pulse also does not
account for this dissimilarity (see Figure S2 right). We do not
yet fully understand why cSWV yields lower absolute values for
current at matched native frequencies, but we find that the
trends with changing frequency match between the two modes
of data collection (vide inf ra). To further understand the
voltammetric responses and the trends followed with changing
interrogation frequencies, low-, medium-, and high-frequency
voltammograms are compared with the soluble redox marker
K3[Fe(CN)6] for the two techniques (Figure S3). In addition,
this observation is related to the system being measured. A

sweep run with a 150 ± 5 kΩ resistor in place of the
electrochemical cell for simplicity yields the correct current
predicted by Ohm’s law (Figure S4).

The frequency response, and thus the scan rate response, of
soluble redox markers, is the same for both traditional SWV
and cSWV (Figure 3). When studying K3[Fe(CN)6] with 0.1
mM KCl, with traditional square wave voltammetry, the peak
current increases monotonically until ∼625 Hz followed by a
decreasing trend in peak current as expected since the reaction
behaves in a quasi-reversible way at these higher frequencies
because of the finite electron transfer kinetics.1 The response
of ferrocene with 0.1 mM TBAPF6, conversely, plateaus at a
similar frequency indicating the reaction behaving reversibly
even at the highest frequency tested (2500 Hz). Using the
same set of electrodes, we find a similar peak current response
with cSWV up to 2500 Hz; however, we can probe at much
higher frequencies with cSWV. We still find that peak currents
begin to roll over or plateau at ∼625 Hz, similar to SWV for
K3[Fe(CN)6] with 0.1 mM KCl and ferrocene in 0.1 mM
TBAPF6 (Figure 3 middle). To better visualize the comparison
of peak current responses obtained from traditional SWV to
the equivalent frequencies of cSWV performed at a native
frequency of 10 Hz, they are shown in Figure S5. More
specifically, we observe maximum current responses at 957 ±
32 and 1721 ± 162 Hz for K3[Fe(CN)6] with 0.1 mM KCl and
ferrocene in 0.1 mM TBAPF6, respectively, when all the
frequencies from cSWV are analyzed (Figure 3 right). We do

Figure 4. Representation of voltammetric response from the two techniques for bound and unbound states. (Top) Voltammograms obtained for
ATP sensors interrogated with SWV at 400 Hz for the bound and unbound stages and voltammograms equivalent to 400 Hz (δt = 1.25 ms)
acquired with cSWV at a native frequency of 50 Hz under identical conditions to SWV. (Bottom) Aminoglycoside tobramycin sensor voltammetric
response at 500 Hz upon 1 mM target addition with both techniques. The equivalent voltammogram for 500 Hz with cSWV is obtained at δt = 1
ms.
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not attempt to pull out rate constants from these data at
present. We believe that we are limited by the background
capacitive currents that occur after each application of a
potential pulse. That is, accessible rate constant measurements
will be limited to a time region at which the non-faradaic
charging currents decay below the faradaic components. This
will be a function of properties such as the electrode area/
geometry as well as solution conditions like supporting
electrolyte concentrations. We also observe peak splitting at
these higher frequencies (see Figure S6) taken from a single
cSWV run with frequencies ranging from 10 to 50,000 Hz.
However, unlike typical peak splitting in SWV that is a result of
shifting forward and reverse wave movement, we observe
splitting in the reverse wave. While the origin of the observed
peak splitting at these frequencies is not clear, given the known
interactions of K3[Fe(CN)6],

17 the emergence of a second
peak may indicate an adsorbed species of the redox couple.
This is under further investigation.
cSWV to Interrogate Electrochemical, Aptamer-Based
(E-AB) Sensors

Square wave voltammetry is a common electrochemical
technique used to interrogate electrochemical, aptamer-based
(or E-AB) sensors. E-AB sensors are utilized as an analytical
detection tool for a wide variety of target molecules ranging
from small molecules to proteins. They can even be employed
in vivo for continuous therapeutic monitoring.18,19 Briefly, E-

AB sensors employ nucleic acid aptamers (single-stranded
DNA or RNA oligonucleotide strands that bind to targets of
interest) thiol modified at the 5′ end and attached to the
electrode surface (gold). In contrast, the 3′ end is modified
with a redox marker like methylene blue.20 In the presence of
the target, the aptamer undergoes a conformational change
bringing the redox tag closer to the electrode surface,
facilitating the electron transfer process.21 SWV is particularly
well-suited to monitor this class of sensor because of the ability
to reduce background currents (non-faradaic charging current)
while maximizing signaling differences between the target-free
and target-bound states. White and Plaxco reported the
optimization of electrochemical signaling via the variation of
interrogation frequency as well as a measure of the apparent
charge transfer rates with these types of folding-based sensors.7

More recently, Plaxco and coworkers have expanded on using
variable frequency interrogation to perform on-the-fly
calibration of a sensor and eliminate sensor drift when
employed in vivo.22 As such, measuring the frequency-
dependent response of E-AB sensors is critical to the function
and application of this powerful class of sensors.

To demonstrate the applicability of cSWV to E-AB sensors,
we tested the method with two representative sensors
fabricated to detect adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and
aminoglycoside antibiotics (tobramycin). Qualitatively and
quantitatively, E-AB sensors interrogated via SWV and cSWV
performed comparably. For example, sensors fabricated with

Figure 5. Calculated percent signal change responses for ATP and tobramycin E-AB sensors from SWV and cSWV. (Top) All the percent signal
change values given by cSWV for the full range of frequencies from 50 Hz to 50 kHz were acquired with ATP and tobramycin sensors. The insets
represent an expanded view of the percent signal change at lower frequencies up to 2000 Hz. (Bottom) The percent signal change responses for
ATP and tobramycin sensors were calculated for the frequencies ranging from 50 to 500 Hz with SWV. Their comparison with equivalent
frequencies acquired from cSWV of 50 Hz native frequency is shown.
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the destabilized ATP aptamer15 exhibit a 154 ± 10% signal
change when interrogated at an SWV frequency of 400 Hz.
Similarly, a percent signal change of 90 ± 5% is shown with an
equivalent 400 Hz SWV frequency (δt = 1.25 ms) extracted
from a 50 Hz native cSWV frequency upon target addition of 1
mM ATP (Figure 4 top). Sensors fabricated with the
aminoglycoside binding aptamer14 behaved similarly, exhibit-
ing a signal change of 31 ± 1% with SWV at 500 Hz and 17 ±
1% with cSWV at δt = 1 ms upon addition of the 1 mM
tobramycin target (Figure 4 bottom).

The advantage of using cSWV is that the entire frequency
response of an E-AB sensor is obtained from simply two
voltammetric sweeps�one without a target and one with
saturated target conditions. Typically, a frequency sweep is
obtained by running voltammograms over a range of
frequencies in buffer and buffer saturated with the target.7

Accordingly, a typical frequency sweep for the ATP and
tobramycin sensors taken with SWV exhibits an expected
frequency-dependent signal change19 (Figure 5). To quantify
the sensor responses gathered by the two techniques, the
percent signal change was calculated using the equation (iWT −
iNT/iNT) × 100, where iWT is the peak current response in the
presence of the target and iNT is the peak current response with
no target. Note that these data required taking 12 voltammo-
grams for 6 frequencies (with and without a target).
Conversely, two voltammetric sweeps of cSWV taken at a
native frequency of 50 Hz with and without a target yield 1000
voltammograms between 50 Hz and 50 kHz (Figure 5 top).
When the same 6 frequencies are isolated from the native 50

Hz sweep, we find that the signal change upon target addition
matches with what is observed with SWV (Figure 5 bottom).
Plotting signal changes at every collected δt, and thus
frequency, gives a highly resolved view of the frequency
response of the respective E-AB sensor.23 The most remarkable
percent signal change for ATP sensors is observed at around
175% given at 25,000 Hz, and overall higher percent signal
changes (>100%) are observed at higher frequencies (>500
Hz). Similarly, tobramycin sensors provided the highest
percent signal changes, around 50%, and both signal on and
off responses were observed as expected from tobramycin
sensors. Moreover, they both exhibit frequencies of no
response, as described by Plaxco and coworkers.24 The key
difference here is that data (peak currents or the signal change)
can be acquired at desired frequencies (maximum signal
change and frequency of no response) with only a single
voltammetric sweep. Alternatively, one can perform an entire
frequency sweep to find the optimal signaling with only two
voltammetric sweeps. There is a slight discrepancy seen in
percent signal changes obtained for ATP and tobramycin E-AB
sensors. However, the two techniques are comparable to each
other and follow a matching trend. The dissimilarity in the
values between the two techniques could be due to the
difference in the sampling procedure followed by the two
techniques. Averaging of the data in nSWV could result in
more gain compared to cSWV and could lead to dissimilarities
in the percent signal changes observed. For tobramycin E-AB
sensors, much higher error bars are observed with the cSWV
technique compared to nSWV, especially with 50 Hz, and

Figure 6. Square wave voltammetry allows determination of electron transfer kinetics between the electrode and the redox probe, and this can be
incorporated with the new technique cSWV. (Top) Plots of normalized current (ip/f) vs 1/frequency (1/f) could provide the apparent electron
transfer rates from the plot maximum and are displayed for ATP and tobramycin sensors. (Bottom) To compare electrode kinetic information
obtained from cSWV, traditional SWV was performed in a selected range of frequencies for the same E-AB sensors. Similar trends are observed with
the two techniques for the states with and without a target.
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causes a slight deviation from the nSWV response. This may be
an artifact of the sensor-to-sensor variability, which can impact
the overall signal gain by individual sensors.

Finally, another advantage of using cSWV is assessing the
charge transfer rates of tethered redox molecules quickly and
accurately with a high resolution. cSWV allows the
determination of the critical frequency, as shown in Figure 6.
The critical frequency is given by the maximum of the ip/f vs
1/f, where ip is the peak current and f is the frequency. The
charge transfer rates for the bound and the unbound probes for
tobramycin-fabricated sensors are determined to be at 480 ±
14 and 251 ± 37 s−1, respectively, with the cSWV technique.
Similar observations were noted with SWV where the charge
transfer rates for the bound state and the unbound state are
400 ± 150 and 250 ± 150 s−1, respectively. However, when
using cSWV, the frequency resolution is much higher (the 100
kHz sampling rate leads to voltammograms at every 1/20 μs
frequency) compared to the resolution using nSWV, which is
based on how many sweeps the experimenter performs. For
example, in our nSWV determination for tobramycin, we find a
charge transfer rate of 400 s−1. This determination is based on
a max current value observed at 400 Hz flanked by a
measurement at 500 and 250 Hz; thus, the charge transfer rate
can only be known within a ±150 Hz range using this spacing
on nSWV. Both techniques provide comparable charge transfer
rates for the tobramycin sensor, assuring that the cSWV
technique could be of many advantages to the E-AB sensor
field. Similar to the observations with the tobramycin sensors,
comparable trends in the plots for ATP sensors are observed
further confirming the capabilities of the technique. According
to the trend given in the plot for ATP, a maximum could not
be determined since the plots depict an increasing trend with
1/f. Therefore, a critical frequency value for the states of the
ATP sensor with and without a target is undetermined.

■ CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the analytical technique continuous
square wave voltammetry, which collects the entire set of
current−time data related to a single voltammetric sweep.
Unlike square wave voltammetry that provides a single
averaged voltammetric response for a faradaic reaction,
cSWV provides multiple voltammograms corresponding to
frequencies ranging from 50 kHz to the native interrogation
frequency. The main advantage of using cSWV is the ability to
perform these same types of measurements in a series of 1 to 2
voltammetric sweeps as opposed to a large number of sweeps.
For example, sensor optimization to determine the optimal
interrogation frequency often requires approximately >20−30
voltammetric sweeps at a wide range of SW frequencies (10−
5000 Hz). This can now be achieved with two sweeps, one
with a target and one without it. Moreover, the dual frequency
approach discussed by Plaxco and coworkers is a calibration-
free technique where target concentrations are determined
regardless of sensor-to-sensor surface variation and without the
need to be recalibrated against the reference sample. They
achieved this by voltammetrically interrogating two different
SWV frequencies corresponding to a responsive and non-
responsive (current independent of the target concentration)
signal.24 Another instance where the frequency dependence of
E-AB sensors employed is explained by the same group where
they have shown an improved calibration system for E-AB
sensor interrogation by tuning the square wave frequency in
order to get the maximum peak current responses given at

signal on and signal off instances by the same sensor, hence
determining the “kinetic differential measurement” (KDM)
values. This application enables determination of the target
concentration with clinical accuracy.9 Our cSWV technique
can be effectively incorporated for many such applications. The
key advantage in each of these two examples is the improved
temporal resolution achievable by negating the need to
perform multiple scans. A single sweep can provide
information at two or more different frequencies for calibration
purposes, thus improving the rate at which quantitative target
concentration data can be collected. First, continuous square
wave voltammetry was tested with soluble redox markers
ferrocene and K3[Fe(CN)6] followed by interrogation with E-
AB sensors fabricated with ATP and tobramycin aptamers.
Similar trends in the variation of the peak current with
frequency were observed with both soluble redox markers and
E-AB sensors. Furthermore, this technique allows the
determination of the critical frequency, which provides
information related to kinetics and sensor behavior.
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